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QUESTION 64
An administrator is planning the capture of a reference machine for two departments: Finance and Information Technology. Which
two applications should the administrator include in the common base layer? (Choose two.)
A. Finance Accounting Application
B. Anti-Virus software
C. Admin Script Editor
D. VPN Software

Answer: BD
QUESTION 65
An administrator needs to prevent specific application-related setting files from being overwritten during a base layer update. What
should the administrator do?
A. Use Base Layer Override Policy to exclude application configuration files if they exist.
B. Use Upload Policy to exclude application configuration files in the User Area section of the policy.
C. Use Base Layer rules to exclude files from being deployed to workstations.
D. Use Upload Policy to exclude application configuration files in the Unprotected Area of the policy.
Answer: A
QUESTION 66
Several users within a corporation installed a team collaboration utility onto their Mirage-managed systems. The systems became
erratic, so they uninstalled the application, but the problem remained. An administrator needs to repair the users' systems and ensure
they are compliant with the corporate image. All user profile data must remain intact. What should the administrator do?
A. Revert to Snapshot with Restore System Only option selected.
B. Enforce All Layers with the Preserve user applications option selected.
C. Revert to Snapshot without Restore System Only option selected.
D. Enforce All Layers with the Remove user applications option selected.
Answer: D
QUESTION 67
After creating an Upload policy for a group of users, an administrator has found a significant increase in storage usage by Mirage.
After further investigation, the administrator finds that the increase is a result of users storing personal MP3 libraries on the system.
What should the administrator do to prevent these files from being protected while allowing the users to store the files on the
system?
A. Add a Rule to the User Area for MP3 files in the Upload policy.
B. Create a Collection labeled Exclude MP3s.
C. Add a Rule Exception to the Unprotected Area for MP3 files in the Upload policy.
D. Add a Rule to the Unprotected Area for MP3 files in the Upload policy.
Answer: A
QUESTION 68
In which interface component should an administrator set up an external Oracle database for Workspace Portal?
A. Configurator Database setup page
B. Configurator Database connection page
C. Connector Database setup page
D. Connector Database connection page
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Answer: B
QUESTION 69
In addition to the default user attributes, which specific Active Directory attribute is required for integrating View with Workspace
Portal?
A. User Distinguished Name
B. SAMAccountName
C. SAMAccountType
D. User Principal Name
Answer: D
QUESTION 70
Several users spanning multiple Active Directory groups have been assigned to a special project and need access to a set of
applications. An administrator needs to create a group to manage these users in Workspace Portal but does not have access to Active
Directory to create a new group there. What should the administrator do?
A. Edit the Directory Sync rules to create a filter group.
B. Create a new Connector virtual appliance and sync only the selected users.
C. Create a group in Workspace Portal and assign the users to this group.
D. Create a group in the Configurator virtual appliance console and add the users to this group.
Answer: C
QUESTION 71
An administrator has completed an integration of View with Workspace Portal. The administrator added new pools and entitlements
in View Administrator. However, the new pools are not displaying in Workspace Portal. The administrator must ensure updates to
View are regularly reflected in the Workspace Portal administrator console. What should the administrator do?
A. Enable/Click on Sync Now.
B. Enable SAML Authentication.
C. Set the synchronization frequency appropriately.
D. Set the update frequency appropriately.
Answer: C
QUESTION 72
Which two statements are true regarding configuring an Identity Provider Instance within Workspace Portal? (Choose two.)
A. The Configure Via option is only available when you add a third-party identity provider instance.
B. Third-party Identity Provider Instances must be SAML 2.0 compliant.
C. Workspace Portal natively supports Kerberos, RSA SecurID, and Smart-card authentication types.
D. The Meta-data XML enables Workspace Portal to automatically receive the metadata of the Third-Party Identity Provider
Instance.
Answer: AB
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